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About This Content

Great Britain is described as one of the most beautiful places on the planet. Take the opportunity to put that description to the
test with a series of flight adventures that encompass the length and breadth of Great Britain, Ireland and the Channel Islands.

From the beaches of Jersey and Guernsey to the Outer Hebrides, Discover Great Britain invites you to take to the air for a
panoramic view of the natural splendour of these islands. Take a flight over Central London, explore Wales and the Lake

District or search for Nessie at Loch Ness; no nook or cranny of Great Britain is left undiscovered.

Work through 65 different flights with added optional routes. These optional routes can be found in your flight plans when
available. Full details of these routes can also be found in the detailed flight plan manual.

To complement your journey we include an authentic recreation of the Auster Autocrat J/1, regarded by enthusiasts as one of
the most elegant British aircraft designs ever. Over 400 Austers were manufactured as touring aircraft and our included example

is perfect for our journey around the highlands, islands and shores of Great Britain.

Also included are detailed pilot's notes with a full tutorial on flying the classic Auster. Detailed flight plans and a travelogue
offering information on each location visited ensure that you have all you need to embark on this epic journey.
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Certainly not what I was expecting. One crappy plane and a bunch of flight plan....

I was expecting a nice tour of England Scotland and Wales. But its just a load of flight plans bundled together. No extra scenery
to my knowledge either. Waste of money and consequently Im off. Make sure to always use paypal for purchasing as despite the
t&cs regardiing refunds you are still entitled to a full refund. We all in the UK have statotury rights - and if the seller is
misleading and or illusive in any way about the product they are selling,then you definatly have a paypal case. Sorry steam it
appears you have a nice setup and it mimics the xbox consoles of years gone by. But whats with the overpriced addons for FSX.
Yes overpriced for an aging product that could be run on my wrist watch. ha. Not impressed. They are not proper missions.
There is not instructions. Nothing on the knee-baord. Just loadable flights. For what they are this should have been priced
around \u00a35 not \u00a313. Seems very poor quality for the price. Lets hope the DLC for FSX gets better than this.. This
DLC would not install on two machines running FSX Steam Addition.
To date technical support has been unable to fix this issue and now they have not responded to my last 3 e-mails.
A defective DLC with lousy tech support. Do not buy!!!!. I'm enjoying it so far, the plane is easy to fly, trims out extremely well
and has good visibility for sightseeing. I'm one that would play FSX a lot more if I was better at deciding where to go, so this
sort of "guide" is perfect.

Got for $8 on steam sale, perfectly happy paying that for the time I'll spend, and picked up Europe and Arabia as well. Not sure
I'd have spent 17 to give it a shot. Hope to see other countries\/regions done this way.. I've always loved this series and now that
its included on Steam there is even more to love. My favorite thing in the steam version is FSX mutliplayer through Steam..
Waste of money !
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